A recent comprehensive study' of solar abundances of those elements for which laboratory data were sufficient to justify such an attempt, yielded one unexpected result: the abundance of iron with respect to other elements of the iron group, or with respect to silicon, seemed to be much lower than in meteorites.
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On the other hand, the solar nickel/cobalt, ti- represent the average composition of solar system Solar photospherel 0.12 material, such a discrepancy seems distressing.
Three possible sources of error in the solar abundance are: (1) errors in the f-values or transition probabilities, (2) errors in the model atmosphere adopted, and (3) deviations from local thermodynamic equilibrium.
The influence of effects (2) and (3) have been examined recently by E. Muller and P. Mutschlecner.A They have calculated a new model atmosphere for the sun and have compared abundances for several elements of the iron group derived from lines arising from various excitation potentials at various points on the solar disk. Their results show quite conclusively that the equivalent widths or total intensities are not affected by such deviations from LTE (although the central intensities appear to be so affected). The choice of the atmospheric model affects the abundance determination somewhat, although not by enough to remove the discrepancy.
Uncertainties in transition probabilities constitute the greatest single source of trouble in abundance determination. Curiously, hox" ever, the data for iron are better than for any other element of the iron group, but until recently f-values were available only for lines which were rather strong in the sun. These lines fell on the flat portion or on the damping portion of the curve of growth. The observed line intensity would be either rather insensitive to the abundance or would depend on the unknown cross sections for collisional broadening. Hence, Corliss The theoretical relation between the intensity of a line (usually expressed in termis of the equivalent width, Wx of the underlying continuum) and the number of atoms acting to produce it, is commonly called the curve of growth and can be calculated at various levels of sophistication. We use here a formulation due to Pecker8 as modified by Elste9 in which one takes into account the detailed stratification effects of ionization and excitation in MIutschlecner's model solar atmosphere. The theoretical curves depend on the excitation potential of the lower level and (more strikingly) oil the wavelength region.'0 They also depend on the damping constant, a; we adopted a = 0.01 and 0.1 for the lower and upper curves, respectively, in Figures 1-6. For Fe I (for which the data are most extensive) we computed theoretical curves for the three wavelengths, X4000, X5000, and X8000 and for excitation potentials of 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4.25 eV. For Fe II it was necessary to calculate curves only for 3.35 eV X4000A and X6000A. We computed curves for both Si I and Si II as noted below.
As ordinate for the theoretical curves, one employs log (WJX) while for abscissa one uses PROC. N. A. S.
log C + log NE = log gfX + log A, + log N' while for the empirical curves the abscissa is log C1 = log gfX + log A),.
Here g is the statistical weight of the lower level of the transition of wavelength X, while AX is a factor which includes effects of stratification of the atmosphere,'0 variation of excitation and ionization with depth, etc. Thus, by fitting the empirical relation log (Wx/N) versus log C to the theoretical relation (log WX/X) versus log C + log NE/NH one determines the abundance of element E, log NE/NH.
We used the Utrecht table" of solar equivalent widths for our discussion of Fe I and adopted the Fe I f-values from the work of Corliss and Warner,6 after excluding all solar lines which were blended. Table 2 lists the 14 combinations of empirical curves in which our data were subdivided, namely, three wavelength regions and five ranges of excitation potentials x. The number of points involved ranged from 6 for the x range 0.5-1.5 eV Transition probabilities and equivalent widths for Si I lines were already available; it was necessary only to compute new theoretical A, functions and theoretical curves of growth. The results are shown in Table 4 (see also Fig. 6 ). All solar Si II lines are very weak. Those listed in the Utrecht table for which Was and f-value data are available from the work of Hey'2 are given in Table 5 . Theoretical curves of growth for Si II were computed for x = 6.83 eV, X = 4000; x = 9.80 eV, X = 4000; x = 8.09, X = 6000, and employed for multiplets (1), (2) , and (3), respectively. The best mean value for the silicon abundance appears to be log N (Si)/N(H) = -4.50 so that the iron/silicon ratio remains essentially unchanged from the earlier value. ' We emphasize, however, that the silicon abundance determination is very weak, possibly because of poor f-values, and further work on this element is necessary.
Our logarithmic abundance for iron on the Goldberg-Miuller-Aller scale (log NH = 12.00) is 6.59, agrees with that previously determined.' It is lower than a determination by Muller X4000A. Similar results were obtained for the 6.00 eV and X800OA; the observed lines all theoretical Fe II curve for 3.35 eV which is not originate from levels with x = 6 eV in the reproduced here. The two theoretical curves interval X6976-8579A. are almost identical in the regions relevant to the determination of the iron abundance.
All of these determinations are in disaccord with Pottasch's'8 result, 7.86, derived from the coronal lines, but it now seems that the coronal line intensities can be accounted for with our lower iron abundance. There seems no escape from the conclusion that the solar Fe/silicon or Fe/(Fe group) ratio is smaller than in the meteorites.
